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Abstract—Biometric-based recognition has been replacing
conventional recognition methods in security systems. Modern
electronic devices such as smartphones and online services have
been employing biometric systems because of their security,
acceptability, and usability. However, the wide deployment of
Biometrics raises security concerns including attacks that aim
to interfere with a system’s operation. This paper provides a
review of potential threats which may affect biometric systems’
security, particularly, Presentation Attack (PA). A general
taxonomy of presentation attacks is proposed to cover different
biometric modalities considering the attacker’s intention and
the presentation instrument. Moreover, Presentation Attack
Detection (PAD) mechanisms that aim to eliminate or mitigate
those attacks are also taxonomized. The taxonomy analyzes
PAD mechanisms wherein the biometric trait pattern is
considered to classify PAD methods. A state of the art study has
been carried out to investigate PA and PAD for six biological
and behavioral modalities.
Keywords— Vulnerabilities, spoofing, presentation attack
detection, liveness detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
Conceptually, Biometrics comes up with unparalleled
physiological information (fingerprint, iris, face, etc.) and
behavioral traits (signature, gait, keystroke, etc.) that can be
used for the recognition process. Nonetheless, biometric
systems are subject to attacks. Hence, many studies have
exposed how vulnerable biometric systems are. Results have
proved that an accurate biometric system is vulnerable due to
the possibility of forging fake alternatives, which can be
accepted by the system as genuine. On the other hand, PAD
mechanisms have been also explored to distinguish the
genuine from the forged biometric presentations, thus, the risk
is mitigated.
Attacks on biometric systems may take place at any point
on the system scheme. The first category of attacks is
performed by presenting a manipulated trait at the biometric
sensor, during the data collection process. A trait presentation
that may interfere the system operation is defined as
Presentation Attack (PA) [1], also known as direct attack or
spoofing attack. Interfering with the system decision has two
cases: (a) an attacker seeks to be recognized as a known
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individual to the system other than him/herself (imposter), (b)
an attacker tries to conceal his/her identity to avoid being
recognized as a known individual to the system (concealer).
The second attack category takes place within the digital
processes of the system’s interior parts, to be specific, seven
points of digital attacks in the general biometric system are
exposed in [2].
Note that in commercial devices that employ biometric
sensors, biometric systems are considered as black boxes,
since the operation inside the device is not publicly known. In
this case, the potential attack is presentation attack, and the
resulting decision, i.e. match or non-match, is the only
obtained information.
Common Criteria evaluations analyze attacks potential to
estimate the risk of specific attacks. Many factors impact the
risk of an attack on any vulnerability [3], [4]: (1) Elapsed time:
The required time to identify and exploit a vulnerability. (2)
Expertise: attacker’s knowledge about the target system and
victim’s biometric information. (3) Equipment and tools: the
required hardware equipment and software tools to identify
and exploit a vulnerability, which varies from standard to
bespoke requirements. (4) the window of opportunity.
This survey contributes to the literature by compiling previous
studies on biometric systems’ security. Special attention is
invested in exploring PA and PAD for different modalities, as
well to illustrate security performance when PAD
mechanisms take place. In fact, the generic taxonomies are not
only limited to the covered modalities, PAs and PAD
mechanisms but also it will be easy to fit any other modality
or new PA/PAD method in the taxonomies.
Next section overviews biometric PAD evaluations and
defines generic terms considering ISO/IEC 30107 standard
parts. Section III outlines a general taxonomy for presentation
attacks and presentation attack detection. Further exposition is
provided in section IV and V about main up-to-date threats
and solutions for physiological and behavioral modalities.
Section VI conducts a discussion and summary of this article.

Part
Part 1: Framework

Scope
Provides a foundation for PA by setting up terms and definitions which
helps to analyze and evaluate PAD mechanisms.

Part 2: Data formats

Setup data formats for conveying the type of approach used in PAD and for
conveying the results of PAD mechanisms.

Part 3: Testing and reporting

(i) Principles and methods for performance assessments of PAD
mechanisms. (ii) Reporting methodology for testing results from evaluations of
PAD mechanisms. (iii) Categorization of known attacks.

Part 4: Profile for evaluation of mobile devices

assess the performance of PAD mechanisms on mobile devices. This part is
currently under development.
Table 1 ISO/IEC 30107 parts [1], [6], [7].

II. BIOMETRIC SYSTEM SECURITY PERFORMANCE
Evaluations start with identifying two main foundations:
the subject to be evaluated and the purpose of evaluation [5].
As this work focus on PA/PAD, we define the biometric
sensor as the Item Under Test (IUT), and vulnerability
assessment is the purpose of evaluation. Accordingly,
Biometric testing and reporting working group (WG5) from
the joint committee ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 37, has recommended
the standard ISO/IEC 30107 ‘‘Biometric presentation attack
detection’’ for the aforementioned purpose.
ISO/IEC 30107 is four parts [1], [6], [7] that have been
developed to provide a foundation about presentation attack
detection, defines data formats and sets principles, methods
and error metrics that assess PAD algorithms and mechanisms.
The standard is divided into three parts as reported in Table 1.
A group of metrics has been established to be employed
through PAD evaluation in biometric recognition systems.
The proposed metrics aim to provide statistical measures that
deal with three elements: (1) bona fide user (the legal user),
(2) attacker, and (3) biometric system response.
Terms and metrics employed in this study are given in
ISO/IEC (2382-37 and 30107), and here we expose the most
used in this work:
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Biometric representation: a presentation of biometric
sample or biometric feature set to the biometric sensor.
Could be bona fide or attack presentation.
Presentation Attack Instrument (PAI): class of
presentation attack instruments created using a common
production method. Many studies use the term ‘‘spoof’’,
which informally refers to PAI;
Attack type: element and characteristic of a presentation
attack.
Item Under Test IUT: an implementation that is the
object of a test assertion or test case. The equivalent in
Common Criteria evaluations is Target of Evaluation
(ToE);
Attack potential: a measure of the capability to attack a
TOE;
Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER):
the proportion of attack presentations incorrectly
classified as bona fide presentations;
Bona Fide Presentation Classification Error Rate
(BPCER): the proportion of bona fide presentations
incorrectly classified as presentation attacks;

•

•

•

•

Correct Classification Rate (CCR): The percentage of
presentations Correctly Classified; (not defined in the
standards, but it is used in previous studies as classifier’s
accuracy measure)
PAD subsystem evaluation: a measure of the PAD
subsystem’s ability to correctly classify both attack
presentations and bona fide presentations;
Full system evaluation: a measure of the overall system’s
ability to correctly recognize subjects, considering both
PAD decision and matching score.
Spoof, spoofing and
anti-spoofing: informal
vocabularies which are used in literature instead of PAI,
PA, and PAD; subsequently.

III. PRESENTATION ATTACK AND PRESENTATION ATTACK
DETECTION
What information does the sensor collect? And how does
it capture the distinguishable information? Are The first two
questions the attacker tries to answer, to raise the attack
potential. The different elements of attack presentation
resemble while investigating various biometric modalities,
technologies, and sensors. The resemblance is due to the fact
that claiming an identity requires presenting a PAI that
contains the features of the bona fide user. Likewise, evading
an identity necessitate manipulating the features of the real
biometric trait. That implies that the only difference between
attacking different biometric systems takes place while
creating the PAI.
Various classifications such as [8]–[11], are proposed in
literature to study PA and PAD mechanisms in individual
modalities. Moreover, PAD mechanisms are mainly classified
in literature as software or hardware solutions.
This study proposes a general taxonomy for presentation
attack and presentation attack detection to cover all state of the
art investigations in a way that helps to classify attacks and
countermeasures. The proposed taxonomy leads to
generalizing countermeasures which are sufficiently secured
against different attack types.
A. Presentation Attack Taxonomy
Presentation attack is performed on the analogical domain,
independently from the digital process of the biometric system.
Therefore, digital protection mechanisms such as
watermarking, hashing, digital signature, etc. are not helpful.

On the other hand, perceiving the intended meaning of
performing a presentation is critical in analyzing presentation
attacks. Two main classes can be established for presentation
attack based on the user intent. Each class consists of different
subclasses of attacks, taking into account the attack type (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1 Presentation Attack taxonomy

1) Attacks with non-subversive intent: In this case, the
subject performs a biometric presentation that may interfere
the final decision of the recognition system. basically, no
malicious intent is considered from the subject’s standpoint.
For example, using artificial products for cosmetic purposes,
such as cosmetic contact lenses, may lead to suspicious
detection. Furthermore, the genuine biometric trait might be
altered because of accidental change like burns or scars.
Unlimited to these cases, non-conformant presentations (e.g.
non-attentive, poorly trained and careless users) are
considered non-subversive; no malicious goal is assumed.
In research studies, although the attacker aims to trick the
system by performing different types of attack, the goal is to
enhance security by eliminating potential attacks.
2) Attacks with subversive intent: This category assumes
that malicious purpose is intended by the attacker. The
presented instrument could be synthesized or human-based,
and yet it could be created with the cooperation of the genuine
user. The proposed taxonomy details subversive attacks into
subclasses based on attacks type.
a) Synthetic PAI: Synthesizing a PAI might be simple
such as wearing sunglasses, or sophisticated like producing a
3D facial mask. Generally speaking, PAI can be seen from two
different perspectives:
First, does PAI contain full or partial biometric
information? Depending on attack type we may define the
following types:
•

•

Fully synthesized (complete) artefacts are created such
that PAIs have identical features as real biometric traits.
For instance, 3D masks and artificial eyes provide a 3D
presentation which could bypass the system’s
countermeasures;
partial samples are those samples that contain partial
discriminative features and used later by a claim or evade
an identity. For example, textured contact lens attack is
a potential attack due to the fact that it has a 3D shape of
the eye when it’s being used by the attacker, furthermore,
the correspondent eye behaves naturally.

Second, can PAI provide the dynamic information of real
biometrics? The artefact may have dynamic changes or not,
the attacker decides based on the attack type and ToE:
•

Static artefact provides information of time instant for a
biometric trait. Image attack on face or iris systems is a
static attack;
• Dynamic artefact provides dynamic temporal
information during the presentation. For instance, a
video attack provides dynamic information that may
succeed in the attack.
Previous classes result in four generic types of PAIs: (1) static
complete instrument, (2) static partial instrument, (3)
dynamic partial instrument, and (4) dynamic complete
instrument. Examples of these classes are provided in Table
2.
b) Human-based PAI: instead of synthesizing a PAI,
attackers may present live, dead, altered or imitated samples.
One way to present a live sample occurs when coercing the
genuine user to present his biometric sample to the sensor.
Similarly, dead body parts (i.e. cadaver or severed parts) could
be employed to overcome the biometric system, dead fingers
are studied in [12]. Moreover, alterations on the attacker
biometric trait are considered as a potential change which
brings out different characteristics that result in a suspicious
presentation (e.g. damaged on purpose, burns, plastic
surgeries).
behavioral biometrics are also attainable, whereas
attackers collect as much information as possible about the
trait and try to imitate it at the biometric sensor. The dynamic
handwritten signature is a significant example where the
attacker aims to forge the graphical form of the signature
while applying similar features such as speed, pressure, and
orientation [13]–[15].
B. Presentation Attack Detection taxonomy
State of the art studies such as [8], [9], [11], classify PAD
methods into three main classes based on the necessary tools
to detect the attacks: (1) Hardware methods, where extra
hardware components are embedded in the biometric sensor.
(2) Software methods, where additional processes take place
in order to analyze the acquired data, which support the
decision process to mitigate presentation attacks. (3) Score
level methods, mainly, the process is performed in the matcher
to analyze the information that comes from biometric sensors,
PAD mechanisms or a combination of both.

Synthetic

Human-based

PAI source

PAI Type

Examples

Live sample

Zero-effort attempt, (under coercion, drugged, unconscious) genuine.

Dead body part

Pulled eye, severed hand or finger, cadaver part.

Altered

Body part amputation, plastic surgeries, fingerprints switching.

Behavioral

Forging handwritten signature, mimicking voice, gait imitation.

static complete

Printed image, display image, full head casting, artificial eye, static handwritten signature.

static partial

Glasses, scarf, partial face image.

dynamic partial

Cosmetic makeup, textured eye lenses, facial hair, dirty fingerprints.

dynamic complete

Video attack, voice record, wearable 3D masks, forging a dynamic handwritten signature.
Table 2 Presentation Attack Instruments

From a different point of view, the proposed taxonomy
analyses the basis of PAD mechanisms, and associates the
exploited distinguishing information (see Figure 2). It is
interesting to note that previous classifications integrate the
proposed taxonomy to determine the used tools in any PAD
mechanism.

means might be included in voluntary challenge response and
multimode composition.
a) Embedded features: implicit means exist on each
biometric presentation. Distortion analysis, texture analysis,
and quality measures are popular and widely investigated
tools in the context of PAD development.
b) Voluntary challenge: humans are capable to respond
to voluntary requests like mouth and eye movement [16],
where the PAD mechanism analysis the response to eliminate
potential attacks.

Figure 2 Presentation Attack Detection Taxonomy

As noticed until here, excellent knowledge about genuine
biometric traits, biometric systems topology and presentation
attack types, leads to establish PAD mechanisms which
analyze natural patterns or collateral information from the
biometric presentation. The following expose these two
fundamentals with examples for each.
1) Within sample phenomena: In addition to the unique
discriminative pattern of a natural biometric trait, manifest and
latent spatio-temporal information can be extracted. Case in
point, the human face has a unique 3D geometry that has
specific characteristics and capable of responding to
environmental conditions; unconscious responses like eye
blinking. This definition of face extends the meaning for face
biometric trait.

c) Multimodal biometrics: different combinations of
biometric modalities are proposed in the literature, proposing
enhancement in the overall security of the biometric system
[17]–[19]. The system acquires different traits and combines
mechanism results to take a decision that verifies or reject the
presentation.
Literature exposes massive researches on software
solutions compared to those studies on hardware solutions.
Software solutions are proposed on testing datasets of
biometric sensors without any need to modify the original
design of the sensor, which means no additional cost on the
overall system. Moreover, software solutions assist the
deployed commercial devices that use biometric recognition
systems.
Next two sections explore presentation attacks and
correspondent solutions that aim to eliminate or mitigate those
attacks.
IV. STATE OF THE ART IN PRESENTATION ATTACK
PAIs can be prepared with or without the cooperation of
genuine users. Furthermore, attacker’s technical expertise and
knowledge about the sensor’s functionality will influence the
strength of different PAI.

Furthermore, vein pattern is recognized by blood flow in
vein network, in this case, dynamic acquisition might be
utilized to prove the trait liveness.

Based on the previous discussion this chapter provides a
panorama view about the security of six biometric modalities,
attack types and analysis.

2) Collateral means : This group focuses on the acquired
biometric sample to be a source of extra information, which
could be exploited to classify bona fide and attack
presentations. Collateral information is not necessarily
provided in natural presentations, other types of collateral

A. Iris recognition
Iris recognition system may use visible-light [20]–[22] or
near-infrared (NIR) illumination to acquire the iris sample.
Systems that operate on visible light illumination had shown
a major obstacle to localizing the pupil [23], especially, for
eyes with high concentration of melanin. This is explained by

the significant capability of melanin to absorb light. Currently,
because of the high accuracy of NIR systems, all commercial
sensors work on NIR illumination [10], [24].

studies are performed with the cooperation of subjects, where
a mold of fingermarks is taken directly from the real finger
[54]–[57], [59]–[65].

Identifying the IUT technology directs the attacker to
choose a PAI that may succeed in the intended PA. Two
comprehensive surveys [10], [25] have been proposed to
cover potential attacks on iris recognition system. Table 3
summarizes known attacks and connect them with the
proposed taxonomy in Figure 1.

Various reviews of the literature on fingerprint
presentation attack have been carried out in [11], [66], [67], to
investigate the system’s vulnerabilities and classify
corresponding threats and countermeasures. Table 4 lists the
investigated attack types, and it is followed by key
observations.

REFERENCES
[26]–[28]

Static complete

Prosthetic Eye

[25], [29]–[33]

Human-based

Synthetic

Display image

[34]–[44]

Display video
Dynamic Complete
Textured
(imposter)
contact lens
Textured
Dynamic Partial
contact
lens [45], [46] (concealer)
(cosmetic)
Eye movement
[47]
and rotation
Non-Conformant
Actual
eye
affected
by [48], [49]
drugs
Cadavers
Cadaver eye
[50]–[52]
Presentation
Coercion
under coercion
Table 3 PA on iris recognition systems

Attack analysis:
First and foremost, the attacker needs to analyze the
sensor functionality, is it a visible light/ NIR sensor? Does the
sensor apply NIR filtering?
choosing a PAI comes subsequent to the analysis of
previous point. As an illustration, all image and video attacks
fall apart when attacking NIR system. An exception is shown
in [53] where e-ink technology is used to attack a commercial
sensor;
concealers have demonstrated different methods to
evade recognition. Cosmetic texture lenses have shown the
capability to defeat the system. Further, excessive dilation of
the eye’s pupil has proved the feasibility of bypassing iris
recognition systems [48];
research has tended to mention potential attacks such
as prosthetic eye and textured contact lens as impersonate
attacks. These attacks require high expertise, advanced tools
and long time to prepare the PAI.
B. Fingerprint recognition
In the literature, there are many studies have been carried
out to prove the feasibility of creating an artificial fingerprint
from latent fingermarks [26], [54]–[57]. Recent investigation
has demonstrated an imaging technique that revealed
fingermarks on difficult substrates, an exceptional level of
detail has been obtained after over 26 days of deposition [58].
Biometric society is aware of this threat, and currently,
many researchers are conducting presentation attack
experiments to estimate the risk of such attacks. Often, those

PAI type

PAI

Static complete
Synthetic

PAI
Printed image

Printed image
Fingerprint reactivation
Artefacts

Dynamic Complete

Latent fingerprint
Dynamic Partial

Human-based

PAI type

Non-Conformant Use

Side of a finger, presenting
different finger (e.g. index instead
of thumb)

Cadavers

dead fingerprint

Altered
Coercion

Altered fingerprint
Bona fide presentation
coercion
Table 4 PA on fingerprint

under

Attack analysis:
In [67] the authors exposed fingerprint sensing
technologies and classified fingerprint acquisition into three
categories: (1) swipe, (2) touch and (3) touchless. Under those
circumstances, the attacker defines a suitable PAI to exploit
the system’s vulnerability;
the combination of sensor’s technology and
acquisition method needs to be comprehended in order to (1)
identify a PAI (2) perform attack presentation. Case in point,
a touch capacitive sensor obliges the attacker to use
conductive material to create the PAI, and it needs to keep the
pattern while applying the pressure during the presentation;
public information about fingerprint sensors might
be limited, such as the fingerprint subsystem in mobile devices.
despite fact that those subsystems are seen as black boxes,
many evaluations are carried out to evaluate the system
against the state of the art attacks [68]–[70];
in supervised environments, the attacker must
consider the visibility of PAI and its resistant to the
environmental conditions. Some materials perform differently
in different conditions (e.g. temperature, humidity, time, etc.).
C. Face recognition
Face recognition encounters diverse presentation attacks
designed to manipulate the biometric system’s decision.
Similar to previous modalities, attacking face recognition
starts with identifying the target sensor, i.e. 2D or 3D
acquisition system. In fact, the human face has a unique 3D
geometry and capable of performing physical movements and
emotional expressions. Moreover, a man has unconscious
facial responses for external events such as eye blinking.

Face recognition security occupies high attention since it
has been deployed in many areas such as passport check and
video surveillance. Surveys [8], [71] and book chapters [66]
have been published to update the threats and solutions for
face recognition systems. Table 5 classifies potential attacks
based on Figure 1.
PAI type

Synthetic

Static partial

Static complete

Display image
Dynamic Complete

Human-based

PAI
Facial accessories
full head casting,
static mask
Printed image
Display video

REFERENCES
[72], [73], [74]

[75]–[78]

Wearable mask
[79]–[81]
Artificial
and
Dynamic Partial
[74], [82]
natural facial hair
Non-Conformant
facial expressions
[83]
Plastic
surgery,
[84], [85], [86], [87]
facial makeup
Altered
Identical twin
[88], [89]
Live
Presentation
Coercion
under coercion
Table 5 PA on face recognition systems

Attack analysis:
Face recognition systems are either 2D or 3D
acquisition-based. 3D acquisition requires a PAI that presents
the 3D geometry of the genuine face;
attack potential varies significantly when
considering different systems. For example, cost, time, and
required equipment for display attack are considerably
affordable compared to those needed to create a 3D wearable
mask;
ongoing investigations are taking place on this
domain, therefore, the attacker should consider that the target
system has already countermeasures for different known
attacks;
using a PAI that provides the facial dynamics
combined with 3D information might increase the attack
strength.
D. Vascular recognition
In the 9th GBDe Summit, a study about the security of
embedded black-box system was demonstrated [90], vein
biometric systems were investigated, and the possibility of
creating artificial traits was discussed as well. This work
pointed out the need for further studies and evaluations to
understand the deficiencies of vascular biometric systems.
Investigations have started with cooperative attacks,
where researchers started performing PAs with the genuine
user’s cooperation. That is to test the system vulnerability
against PAIs. As far as proposed in literature, the only
presentation attack which performed on vascular biometric
sensors is photo attack [91]–[93].

Attack analysis:
Human tissues have a relatively low susceptibility to
absorb infrared illumination, while the infrared absorption in
blood vessels is high;
near Infrared (NIR), and Far Infrared (FIR) imaging
are used to extract the vein pattern from different parts of the
body, as demonstrated on [94], [95];
human veins network is not directly visible and
requires specific devices to be captured;
experiments like [92], [93], have proved the printed
ink capability of absorbing infrared illumination. However, a
printed image is a static source of information and it could be
detected in PAD subsystem;
at the present time, the risk of capturing images
without the user acceptance or leaving biometric traces is not
taken into account for vascular systems. We are not aware of
commercial devices capable of capturing the vein network in
real life scenarios.
E. Handwritten signature forgery
Handwritten signature forgery is a behavioral attack that is
performed by a forger (i.e. human based), aiming to produce
an identical graphical signature and temporal features like
speed and pressure. Forging handwritten signatures is
influenced by two main factors: complexity of the signature
[96] and proficiency of the imposter [97].
A difficulty index has been proposed in [98] to evaluate a
genuine signature vulnerability to imposter’s attacks. In fact,
the proposed “difficulty index” is completely independent
from the quality of the forged sample which is produced by an
imposter, and it contributes to measuring the challenge of
imitating the genuine signature.
Imposters are classified in literature, depending on their
knowledge and ability to forge a signature, to three main types
[99]: (a) Random (Simple) forgery: imposter uses the victim
name in order to generate a signature without any knowledge
about the genuine signature; (b) causal forgery: the forger in
this class has observed the genuine signature for a while then
an imitation is performed based on the graphical memories of
the imposter; (c) skilled forgery: imitating the signature is
performed by a professional who has a prior knowledge about
the genuine sample, and typically trains many times before
performing the attack.
Attack analysis:
Handwritten signature relies on the psychophysical
status of the signer, which means that the signature can be
slightly different under various conditions;
handwritten signature modality is divided into two
types: static and dynamic recognition. Static signature lies
only on the graphical format, while dynamic signature is
acquired by dedicated sensors which acquire extra temporal
signals such as pressure, time, orientation, etc.
dynamic signature [100], [101] provides higher
accuracy compared to that obtained from static signature, this

is due to exploiting temporal data that enhance the decision
process, subsequently, the overall system becomes more
robust to presentation attack [102];
a skilled forger considers all previous comments to
identify the target sensor and exploit the vulnerability.
F. Automatic speaker recognition
Speech is generally influenced by complex biological,
social and regional factors. Aging, stress, colds, etc. are typical
causes of voice variation which bring out more challenges for
Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) algorithms [103],
[104]. In case of considering those cases as attacks, they
would fit under alternated presentations with no malicious
intent.
Literature exposes presentation attacks on ASV as shown
in Table 6. These attacks are supposed to be performed with
malicious intent; i.e. according to Figure 1 they are considered
as subversive attacks with dynamic PAIs.

HumanBased

Synthetic

PAI type

Dynamic Complete

PAI

REFERENCES

Replay attack

[105]–[110]

Speech synthesis

[111]–[115]

Voice conversion

[116]–[123]

Alternations

Voice changes

[103], [104]

Behavioral

Impersonation

[124]–[127]

Table 6 PA on speaker recognition systems

Attack analysis:
Public sources such as social networks, TV, radio
might be potentially used to analyze the victim’s voice.
mimicry artists can generate similar samples to the
genuine ones, but not sufficiently comparable to spoof ASV
systems [108];
At the present time, recording devices and advanced
audio-recording applications provide high-quality records.
That simplifies the process of spying to a person and collect
several speech samples;

A. Mechanisms based on natural biometric phenomena
The following table lists the proposed mechanisms that
consider natural phenomena as distinguishing basis to address
the issue of PA.
Modality

Method
Dynamic eye response

Iris

3D geometry analysis
Perspiration analysis
Fingerprint

Face

Vascular

Reference
[28],
[31],
[109]–[116]
[28], [109],
[117], [118],
[119]–[123]

Pores detection

[122]

Fingerprint coarseness

[123]

Behavioral analysis

[114]–[119]

3D geometry analysis

[129]–[131]

Blood features

[127] [128]

Motion magnification

[129]

[14],
[15],
[100], [130], [131]
Table 7 PAD mechanisms based on natural phenomena

Handwritten
signature

Dynamic analysis

B. Mechanisms based on collateral means
1) Embadded features: Table 8 shows the different
methods which have been investigated in the literature for the
different modalities.
2) Voulentary challenge: biometric system’s user is
capable of performing simple actions while performing a
biometric presentation. Eye and mouth movements, face
rotation or any other councious response will be classified
under this subclass [16], [115], [208], [209].
3) Multimodal systems: Independent biometric modalities
might be combined in one biometric system such that different
acquisition subsystems are employed to capture the user
biometric data [210]. Theoretically, multimodal systems are
supposed to provide high level of security[17]–[19], but
nevertheless various investigations show that a multimodal
system is vulnerable to presentation attack [211]–[213].

V. STATE OF THE ART IN PRESENTATION ATTACK DETECTION
As stated in the previous chapter, the research is being
undertaken in order to study presentation attacks and propose
detection mechanisms to eliminate or mitigate those attacks.
There is a vast amount of literature on presentation attack and
presentation attack detection evaluations, which we introduce
in this chapter and link those investigations to the proposed
taxonomy.

VI. DISCUSSION
A serious concern is pointed out, which is the feasibility of
stealing our biometric identities. Many factors impact the
generation of efficient artefacts that can defeat the recognition
system. The general taxonomy of presentation attacks is
demonstrated in a way that helps to recognize any potential
attack. Firstly, the intention of the user (genuine or attacker) is
essential. Subversive intents mean to defeat and end up with a
successful imposter or concealer try. On the other hand, nonsubversive intents are still considered as suspicious
presentations, while users are behaving normally by wearing
commercial products for cosmetic purposes, facing accidents
which causes problems in engaging with a system, or need
more knowledge about the use of these systems.

The following subsections present a literature review
about the proposed PAD mechanisms, and link them to the
proposed taxonomy in Figure 2

Considering two major types of modalities: physiological
and behavioral modalities, generating artefacts can take
different directions. Presentation attacks are performed by

Voice conversion and speech synthesis show a threat
toward ASV system as can be noticed from the references in
Table 6.

creating a spoofing trait that contains static or dynamic
information, depending on the recognition system topology,
such that the PAI provides an identical pattern to the genuine
sample. Additionally, the attacker here focuses on the
biometric sensor specifications, the required hardware and
software tools, and PAIs creation methodology.

[3]

At the same time, behavioral modalities demand the
attacker has particular experience for each sample, this
involves training on each target sample to get a high-quality
spoof. Moreover, the dynamic information should be
considered while applying the attack. We deduce that
attackers consider and study many factors to defeat a
recognition system, and the factors vary according to the
biometric system and the genuine sample complexity. An
exception appears when considering zero-effort attack, where
the attacker invests no efforts to perform the attack.

[6]

As presented in sections IV and V, all modalities have
been defeated by presentation attacks. Consequently,
reliability of Biometrics as recognition systems is lower.
Statistically speaking, evaluation measures of biometric
systems security are degraded while considering presentation
attack. Therefore, countermeasures have been developed and
embedded in the system to boost the resistance of the system
against spoofing attacks.
Literature exposes massive research on PAD mechanisms
which have been reclassified in this paper. A novel PA and
PAD taxonomies are proposed in section III to categorize the
state of the art anti-spoofing methods. The base criteria we
adopted to establish the taxonomy is the type of information
used in the PAD mechanism. First class consists of the
methods which analyze the natural features of the trait; i.e.
features produced because of natural phenomena or any
information from within the sample. Second class covers the
rest of solutions which detect collateral information adding
extra hardware or software to the system.
Hardware based methods requires modifications on the
sensor in the biometric system, meaning that cooperation from
the manufacturers is expected to deploy this type of solutions.
Meanwhile the rest of solutions are proposed following testing
of datasets on a biometric sensor without any need to modify
the original design of the sensor, which means no additional
cost on the overall system. This explains the relatively low
quantity of hardware-based solutions compared to softwarebased solutions.
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